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                    Paumelles Liégeoises has been manufacturing water-droplet profile weld-on hinges for more than 50 years.


Our welding split hinges are available in different dimensions and materials, in particular steel, aluminium, 304 stainless steel and 316L stainless steel.


Our weld on bullet hinges are used in a wide variety of sectors, such as hardware, automotive, security (reinforced and fire doors), railways, naval, wind power, offshore, to name but a few!
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                    We can offer our customers all kinds of hinge models (spring hinges, double-action hinges, gate hinges, safety door hinges).


If you still cannot find the hinge model that you're looking for, please contact our team.


We are there to answer all your queries!
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                    Conscious of the changing needs of our customers and the growth potential represented by corrosion-resistant hinges, Paumelles Liégeoises now proposes to its customers a special range of 316 stainless-steel hinges that is unique on the market.


316 stainless-steel weld-in hinges, 316 stainless-steel piano hinges, 316 stainless-steel invisible hinges or 316 stainless-steel cranked hinges: you will find in our range the optimum solution to meet your needs.
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                    Paumelles Liégeoises proposes to its customers various accessories such as grease nipples, caps, ball bearings and stoppers, enabling you to optimise how your hinges are used.

                

            

            
        

        
            
                In addition to the quality of our products, we are committed to meet the particular needs of each specific customer. Because providing a pleasant and effective service remains our main objective.
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